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Value Education (lnteractive session)

Personal Safety and Giving your Best

RDPS

G.L.H,

March 5, 2018 (40 minutes)

Class IV (A-E)

Students' Workshop

Objectives:
. To make them aware of the importance of safety everywhere and anywhere.
r To sensitize students about bad touch and good touch.
. To make them aware about their safe circle.
. To establish the values of giving their best in all tasks.
. To sensitize them with the importance of giving L00o/o in the work.

Description

"The safety of the people shall be the highest lauu."

- Marcus Tullius Cicero

An interactive value based session was taken up to sensitize the students about the importance of

being safe. Safety has always been the major concern. Children are at a precarious stage of their life

with regards to understanding the importance and necessity of personal safety. In order to

communicate the value of safeW to children a value education session was conducted to sensitize

students about personai safety. The session was initiated with a video on good touch and bad touch.

This video helped to create awareness among students about the importance of safety and to say a

firm'No'whenever they feel uncomfortable. Further the students were instructed on how to take

care of themselves while they detect any danger or encounter any stranger near them. Coming to

the next theme of value is'Giving Your Best'rn all spheres of life. Giving 1O0o/o efforts in all the task9

is an eternal principle which can take one to the new heights in life and earn respect amongst

:veryone. Moreover, students learnt that by giving their best and working in team, we create peace

c'-nind, gain people's trust and promote relationships of trust that ultimately leads to achieve

::_ect,,,es. Towards the end to add more clarity to the session a video on the importance of being

safe, responsible and respectful was shown. Students enjoyed and learned the significance of

staying safe and giving their best. After this few students were called to express their views on the

session. Students shared the incidents when they gave their best in any task and achieved success

in their desired goals. Students also shared their responsibilities in school and at home. To sum up,

the session gave a wonderful learning and awareness to the children. Overall, it was an enlightening

session ' iL dwicrq
Prepared by: Ms. Bhumika waOnwa,h.' Submitted by: Ms. Rrchanath oif1. &. Ms. Manju Vadavff
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